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Alum shows documentary
investigating
sex trafficking in U.S.
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By ANNE ELSEA
The Breeze

Psychologists, state delegates,
police officers, porn stars, sex trafficking victims, former pimps and former
buyers of sex workers.
Student journalists inverviewed
these  people to film “Sex and
Money: A National Search for Human
Worth,” which ’ grad Isaac Gill
presented on Friday. Gill has been
working with the “Sex and Money”
film team to spread awareness about
sex trafficking in America.
“Right before I graduated, I heard
about cases of sex trafficking abroad,”
Gill said, “and I knew it was an issue
in the U.S., but I had no idea how bad
it was.”
Gill then got involved with this
group of journalists and joined the
tour across the U.S. last year. He
made a special trip to JMU because
he was a former leader of InterVarsity Christian Fellowship, a faith-based
group that invited him to present the
documentary.
According to Gill, between ,
and , minors are sexually
exploited across America. “Meanwhile, most Americans are oblivious
to this staggering truth,” Gill said.
“As a result, what started as a global search for human worth became
a national search for human worth.”
Most victims of sex trafficking are
lured into the business around 
to , and it’s become the second
largest organized crime in America,
according to the Coalition Against
Trafficking in Women International.
Sex trafficking victims were young
and vulnerable when drawn to the
business, Gill explained. They met
pimps on the streets after running
away from abusive families or foster care. Pimps offered them shelter,
clothing and material needs. To
young girls with nowhere else to go,
these men and their offerings were
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Isaac Gill (’09 alumnus) presented the
documentary about sex trafficking on
Friday. “I had no idea how bad it was.”

The aesthetic and technical designs for the musical “Sweeney Todd” began last semester. Some of the larger
props include a large painted backdrop, a collapsible barber’s chair and a revolving platform.

Forbes’ ‘Sweeney Todd’ is the biggest production it has attempted

extremely appealing.
“I got into the trade at ,” one
female victim said in the documentary. “My pimp told buyers I was ,
but it was obvious that I wasn’t. They
didn’t care.”
Victims of sex trafficking saw
their pimps as their only source of
affection, whether it was a fatherly
relationship or a lover.
“Pimps prey on young girls in foster
care,” another former prostitute said
in the film. “They offer a love, and
the delusion of a glamorous life and
money. I called him ‘Daddy’ and he
acted like he loved me, but he didn’t.
He only wanted money.”
In the film, Derek Williams, a former pimp, explained his experience
in selling girls’ bodies to “Johns,” or
buyers of sex.
“Anybody can control a woman’s
body, but only a pimp can control

By LAURA WEEKS
The Breeze

After three months of detailed engineering and
designing, “Sweeney Todd” is ready for his first
shave.
The main stage production at the Forbes Center
for the Performing Arts, opening tomorrow night,
is one of both fantastical scenery and technical
precision.
“This is by far the biggest production we’ve ever
attempted,” said John Burgess, director of technical
production for the School of Theatre and Dance.
“What we’re going for is a regional theatre-caliber production, in terms of the quality level and
the way the set works and the way it’s built and
painted.”
Burgess, who serves as the musical’s scenic
designer and technical director, began making
plans for the set last semester. Much of the student-produced aesthetic and technical designs

have been in full gear since January, including the
-by--foot backdrop portraying an s London skyline.
“Our director felt that to tell the story, we wanted
to see the world of the inhabitants,” said Burgess,
who cites “Sweeney Todd” as a project that comes
along “once every  years.”
The barber’s chair sits atop the massive set.
A quick pull of the lever and the bottom half
of the chair collapses, sending the ill-fated
customer down a wooden slide hidden underneath a trap door and onto a stack of foam.
Burgess, along with four students from the engineering, math and technical design departments,
collaborated to ensure the chair’s safety and technical precision.
The second-biggest undertaking is a revolving
platform, which showcases the parlor, pie shop
and cellar in Todd’s house. The platform is part of
see SWEENEY, Page A10

see TRAFFICKING, page A4

‘There’s nobody who could fill his shoes’
Friends, colleagues remember life of professor Frank Arasanyin, who died after five-year fight with colon cancer

By ALISON PARKER
and JEN EYRING
The Breeze

Professor Frank Arasanyin died on
Feb.  at the age of  after fighting
colon cancer for five years. He was
a Nigerian prince, speaker of nine
languages, former associate of the
United Nations and world traveler.
But Traci Zimmerman best remembers him for packed cars and debates
over what to have for lunch.
Zimmerman, a WRTC professor
and the interim chairwoman of the
curriculum committee, worked with
Arasanyin on the committee. Arasanyin, also a WRTC professor, led the
committee in finishing an overhaul
of the department curriculum in only
six months.
“He insisted we work through the
summer on this, and we’d work these
two- or three-hour meetings,” Zimmerman said.
In between these meetings,
Arasanyin encouraged the entire
group to go out to lunch, packing all
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Frank Arasanyin, 57, died on Feb. 10 of
colon cancer. Arasanyin was a WRTC
professor and on the department’s
curriculum committee.

the professors into his car.
“He’d even crush people in the
trunk and we’d all go, thinking it was
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Stacks and smacks

Carrier employee pursues
her love of roller derby.

probably illegal,” Zimmerman said.
“He didn’t really know the area that
well, and he’d always ask, ‘Where can
I get a good steak?’ If we got a salad,
he’d give us a hard time and say, ‘No,
get good food, lots of food.’ ”
These lunch meetings were more
than just a professional gathering.
Arasanyin saw them as opportunities for the committee to grow closer.
“He made the work time really
playful, and we were able to get so
much done because he had that energy,” Zimmerman said. “I learned all
these things about colleagues that I
didn’t know, just because he pressed
the issue of us going out to lunch.”
Arasanyin was described as warm
and personable by most who knew
him, including his friend and colleague Larry Burton, director of the
WRTC department. Burton first hired
Arasanyin while he was working at
the University of Georgia about 
years ago and hired him again as a
JMU professor in , giving him the
chance to create his own linguistics
program.
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Contraception controversy

New bill limits women’s
right to control their bodies.

“He could walk into a room of
strangers and be friends with everyone before he left,” Burton said.
“Students loved taking his courses,
and faculty responded positively to
him because he was a relationship
builder.”
Arasanyin carried this persona into
the classroom.
“He was really personable and
always joking,” said Jessica Arienti,
a junior WRTC major. “I sometimes
wore [Greek] letters, so he would call
me ‘Sorority Girl,’ or a boy in my class
had dreadlocks, and he called him
‘Rasta Boy.’ He knew our names, but
he wanted to see the other side of us,
too, and by talking to us this way, he
really got us to open up.”
Courtney Railing, a sophomore
marketing major, found it hard to
find the words to describe Arasanyin’s classroom presence.
“He always made it very interesting,” Railing said, “and he always tied
in stories from home.”
Michael Klein, a WRTC professor,
described Arasanyin as a man who
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Radiohead revisions

JMU Jazz Band and Jazz
Ensemble put a spin on the
popular band’s music.

was always kind and who never cared
about rank or seniority.
“He was also a big man in every
sense of the word — body, mind and
spirit,” Klein said in an email. “He
certainly had a presence about him:
his big smile, infectious laugh and
immaculate way of dressing.”
According to his wife, Victoria,
Arasanyin hoped to open students’
minds to the idea that everyone is
equal, often telling students that if
their parents were ever in the hospital and needed blood, they wouldn’t
ask for black blood or white blood.
“That’s how he sees humanity: It
doesn’t matter to him if you are a poor
man on the streets or the president,”
Victoria said. “You are the same.”
Through his African proverbs and
sayings, Arasanyin taught WRTC faculty and his students values they will
never forget.
“He once said, ‘In my country, we
believe that to get to the sea you have
see ARASANYIN, page A4
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Headed home

Former JMU basketball
player leaves school
after mother dies.
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horoscopes
IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:
A loved one thinks you can do
anything. You know it’s an illusion but
leave the magic anyway. Home, family and
entertaining friends are priorities this
year. Pay down debt. Compromise. Your
faith keeps your heart thriving.
PISCES
(Feb. 19-March 20)
You could rake in a
lot of money. Don’t
sprint before you’ve warmed up.
You might find some bumps along
the romance trail.

VIRGO
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Someone’s in love.
Add a touch of
adventure to your routine. Your
creativity’s welcome, even if it
doesn’t feel that way.

ARIES
(March 21-April 19)
The next solar
month brings a
phase of compassion, spirituality
and helpfulness.

LIBRA
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
It’s all about new
partnerships until
the middle of March. Go out and
meet new people.

TAURUS
(April 20-May 20)
Save big bucks by
making something
beautiful for your home. Balance
physical work with social
demands.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Being polite gains
you extra points.
It’s easier to deal with problems.
You’re lucky in love. You get more
with honey than vinegar.

GEMINI
(May 21-June 20)
With the
encouragement
of someone you trust, your drive
helps your career take off like a
rocket.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Family’s important
right now. They can
support you in your goals. Love’s
getting interesting. Accept an
invitation while you can.

CANCER
(June 21-July 22)
Don’t give your
money away, even
if tempted. Balance studies with
socializing. Enjoy a delicious meal.
Chocolate figures in the plan.

CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Keep your eyes
open for income
opportunities, but don’t get
greedy. Others love your ideas, so
keep them coming.

LEO
(July 23-Aug. 22)
You’re especially
keen for business.
Create new opportunities for you
and a partner. Add artistic flair to
the work. Others are saying nice
things about you.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Go ahead and chase
a white rabbit.
Your curiosity gets rewarded in
the next four weeks, but you may
have to take some risks. Are you
ready?

Thursday
partly cloudy
61°/42°
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Nation&World
Secondhand
PCs, displays
exported to
North Korea
from Japan
McClatchy Tribune

TOKYO — The president of
a Tokyo-based dealer in secondhand personal computers
exported more than 4,000
items to North Korea, according to investigation sources.
Many of the items are
believed to have been sold
on the black market to senior
members of the ruling Workers’ Party of Korea, the
sources said.
Lee Sungi, president of

Newt
Gingrich, Ron
Paul say
they’ll visit
Michigan, too
McClatchy Tribune

DETROIT — Last week,
Mitt Romney and Rick Santorum had Michigan all to
themselves.

Popura-Tec, was arrested
earlier this month by the Metropolitan Police Department’s
Public Safety Department on
suspicion of violating the Foreign Exchange and Foreign
Trade Law.
The 49-year-old has been
arrested on suspicion of
exporting 100 notebook computers to North Korea. In
addition, Lee has told police
that he shipped more than
4,000 personal computers
and liquid-crystal displays
to that country on four occasions from 2008 to 2009.
The shop was run by a
North Korean computer engineer who once worked at a
Chinese company as a software developer. He reportedly
contacted Lee in March 2007.
Emails he sent to Lee suggested there were hundreds of
computer shops throughout

North Korea, of which 20 were
in the capital. However, most
of the country’s computer
users do not use these shops
because they cannot afford to
buy their products.
Instead, they usually buy
their computers through the
black market, the sources
said.
The North Korean computer engineer reportedly
sold about 500 products per
month to the black market,
setting prices at $200 or less
for a desktop computer and a
maximum of $300 for a notebook computer, the sources
said.
This was still expensive for
North Korea, which meant
only senior members of North
Korea’s ruling party and other
wealthy individuals could
purchase them, according to
the sources.

Newt Gingrich and Ron
Paul have plans to campaign
in Michigan before the Feb.
28 presidential primary, but
neither campaign had details.
Gingrich, the former U.S.
House speaker, told two radio
interviewers Friday that he
will visit Michigan, but no
dates appear on his schedule. The campaign of Paul,
a Texas congressman, said
he’ll be in the state Saturday
through Feb. 27. The appearances haven’t been firmed up.
Santorum, a former U.S.

senator from Pennsylvania,
is expected in Michigan on
Monday for an 8 p.m. appearance at Hillsdale College.
Michigan native and former
Massachusetts Gov. Romney
will be back Friday to speak
to the Detroit Economic
Club, although his campaign
is making plans for visits earlier this week.
Meanwhile, only Romney and Santorum and their
Super PACs have purchased
TV network ad time so far.
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The Purchase of Any
Two Lunch Sandwiches

Visit One of Our Locations!
www.breezejmu.org

1635 East Market Street

Down-Home
Cooking
(540)
564-0416

Madison
Munchies

Chicken, beef, seafood and more
Exit 264 off Interstate 81, New Market
555-1212, www.johnny.org

1731 South High Street
(540) 432-1386

Peace Corps at JMU
Coffeehouse and Cocktail Lounge

Featuring 20 types of cocktails!
47 West Court Square, Harrisonburg
555-1212, www.artfuldodger.org

Harrisonburg’s Best Ice Cream

New flavors every week
58 E. Wolfe St., Harrisonburg
555-1212, www.klinesdairybar.com

Reach our local, affluent
student
YOURand faculty readers
BUSINESS
with our affordable
INFORMATION
advertising package.

28- ad package:
$504 YOUR
PER SEMESTER
BUSINESS
INFORMATION
Each ad is 1 inch by 3.264 inches wide.
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1741 Virginia Ave # E
(540) 442-1997

Authentic Mexican Cuisine

Locations from New Market to Staunton
Tuesdays: All you can eat special.
555-1212, www.yummy.org

Pizza Straight from Italy

Great spot for families
123 Main Street, Harrisonburg
555-1212, www.pizza4me.org

You’ve Gotta Try Our Burgers
Harrisonburg Crossing; Winchester Mall;
Staunton Town Center
555-1212, www.fiveguys.org

Life is calling.
How far will you go?
800.424.8580
peacecorps.gov
Contact
Ben Burnes
at bburnes@
peacecorps.gov
for more
information.

Last year 42 JMU
graduates began the
experience of a lifetime by
joining the Peace Corps.
Come find out how you
too change lives
...and your own.

Monday, February 27

Information Table
Teacher Recruitment Fair
Festival Ballroom
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Tuesday, February 28

Information Session
Festival Hall-Allegheny Rm
5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
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Hell on wheels
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Carrier librarian pursues love affair with roller derby
By amber logsdon
contributing writer

Courtesy of Paula Kiser

Paula Kiser (left) has been playing on the Rocktown Rollers derby team with the alias of “Grim Nemesis” since its
beginning in 2008. The 25-woman team includes bankers, doctors, cashiers, librarians and teachers from the valley.

On the flat track of Funky’s Skate
Center on South Main Street, Paula
Kiser is known as “Grim Nemesis,”
inspired by the Greek goddess of
divine retribution.
But when the skates are off, she can
be found behind the circulation desk
in Carrier Library.
She has been involved with the
Rocktown Rollers, a roller derby team
made up of players from all over the
Shenandoah Valley, since the team
started in 2008.
Kiser started studying at JMU in
2002 as a history major. She got her
master’s in 2008 and has been working at Carrier since 2010.
“When I’m on the track, and I see
someone consistently going after one
of my teammates,” Kiser said. “I kind of
take it upon myself to make sure that
I make them not effective anymore.”
Janna Bayse, also known as “Janna-cide,” helped found the Rocktown
Rollers. She was friends with Kiser for
years before Bayse decided to start the
team.
“I kept poking her husband, Aaron,
to start coming and to ref,” Bayse said.
“Then, he ribbed her into it. I had to
leave her husband to do it.”
From there, a love affair with roller
derby quickly developed.
One thing Kiser really loves about

Center caters to both women, men affected by unplanned pregnancies
By IJ Chan
contributing writer

Amid growing political debate
over reproductive rights, a local
center hopes to act as a shelter from
the potential turmoil that can come
along with pregnancy.
The Harrisonburg Pregnancy
Center, a Christian nonprofit organization, focuses on dissolving
anxiety associated with unplanned
pregnancies. About half of the 6.7
million pregnancies in the U.S.
are unplanned, according to the
Guttmacher Institute, a nonprofit
organization that promotes sexual
and reproductive health through
research, analysis of policies and
public education.
Located at 833 Cantrell Ave., HPC
has been open since 1984. In 2011,
HPC served 565 women and gave
$15,335 in material services, such as
maternity clothing and baby clothing
to mothers, explained Susan Null,
HPC’s executive director.
“I think [the community resources] are really significant,” Null said,
“particularly to students who say,
‘I’m in this bubble, I’m not from this
community,’ to know that there is a
place in Harrisonburg that you can
go to that’s free, that’s confidential,
that’s close by, that’s well-established in the community, that you
can go to if you find yourself in an
unplanned pregnancy.”
Null said the center doesn’t
advocate for or oppose abortion.
The center encourages its clientele,
after a positive pregnancy test, to
receive an ultrasound to make an
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In 2011, the Harrisonburg Pregnancy Center served 565 women and gave $15,335
in material services, such as maternity and baby clothing, diapers and wipes.

informed decision, though on its
Facebook page the center supports
the passage of a new Virginia bill that
would require all women to receive
an ultrasound before an abortion.
The majority of HPC’s clientele
are between the ages of 17 and 24,
and Null said the center has seen an
increasing number of JMU students.
HPC seeks to educate clients about
options such as adoption, pregnancy
and abortion.
Kris Ortiz, once a drug dealer
while at JMU, said he’s embraced
the HPC for its role in the community since he graduated in 2010. Now
a liaison between Aletheia Church
and the center, Ortiz wants to make
up for past decisions.
“I made a lot of stupid mistakes,
and I hurt girls really, really a lot
in my time as a JMU student,” said
Ortiz, “but the pregnancy center

“Hey, you may be
young, you may still be
in college, you know
you can still graduate
and you can still have
a great, great future. ”
Kris Ortiz

‘10 graduate, HPC volunteer

is here to show these women that,
‘Hey, you may be young, you may
be still in college, you know you can
still graduate and you can still have
a great, great future.’ ”
The center has a material services program that offers women
free access to necessities such as

maternity clothing, baby clothing,
diapers and baby wipes. Maintained
by a small paid staff, HPC has about
50 volunteers, some of which are
JMU students.
Upon calling the center, a student is usually scheduled to receive
treatment within one or two days.
Treatment usually consists of free
access to ultrasounds and pregnancy confirmation.
“I think the center is a good
resource for women on campus,”
said Donya Mossadeghi, a freshman
communication studies major, “but I
don’t think it should be faith-based. I
don’t think that religion should have
anything to do with it.”
Tori Lugar, a freshman declared
SMAD major, appreciates the center’s attitude and doesn’t dwell on
its religious views.
“I don’t necessarily think it’s a
bad or a good thing,” Lugar said. “It’s
good that try to help you out, too. It’s
not like they’re like, ‘Oh, you’re having an abortion, so we’re not going
to help you, sorry.’ ”
In addition to serving the women
of Harrisonburg, HPC also strives
to reach out to fathers-to-be in the
community by offering support from
male volunteers.
“Women need to know that they
are strong, they are smart, they are
capable,” Null said, “and I think
that’s one of the greatest things
that we offer, is the encouragement
and the support to say, ‘If you want
to have this baby, you can do it.’ ”
Contact IJ Chan at
chanij@dukes.jmu.edu.

the sport is its promotion of women
of all shapes, sizes and backgrounds.
“I love that there’s a sport that
allows women to go out and be physically aggressive,” Kiser said. “They
don’t think that because you’re a girl
that you can’t hit someone, or be hit,
and we’re not going to cry about it.”
Scoring points is a team effort. One
girl on each team, known as a “jammer,” skates through a pack of the
opposing team’s “blockers.” For every
blocker that the jammer successfully
passes, the team gains points. Kiser
is a blocker, whose main purpose is
to prevent the jammer from moving
through the pack.
Beth Pleasants, known as “Betty
CrasHer,” calls Kiser a “phenomenal
blocker.”
One of her favorite things about
Kiser are the braids she wears during bouts.
“It’s like a rattlesnake tail because
you know you’re about to get ruined,”
Pleasants said.
Some of her teammates think Kiser
is an advocate for doing everything in
proper form. Barbi Cole, who joined
the team last year as “Doll Nightmare,”
said one of her crowning achievements was getting a compliment on
her push-ups from Kiser.
“She’ll get in the middle and
show you how it’s done,” Cole said.
see derby, page A4

in brief
campus

DMV to go

The Virginia Department of Motor
Vehicle’s mobile service center, DMV
2 Go, is bringing the service to the
bookstore to serve students, faculty
and staff Wednesday from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m.
The mobile unit has handicap
accessibility and an office which
provides driver’s licenses and ID
cards, disabled parking stickers,
license plates and decals.
Virginia

MCAT to include
new section

A social science section will be added
to the Medical College Admission Test
by 2015, according to InsideHigherEd.
This will be the first major revision
the exam has undergone since
1991. The new section, which tests
the social component of health, is
meant to help students embrace the
more diverse role they will take on
as doctors in a culturally integrated
world.

Jury deliberations to
begin in murder trial

Deliberations in George Huguely’s
first degree murder trial will begin
Wednesday, according to The Huffington Post.
George Huguely, a former lacrosse
player at University of Virginia,
is accused of killing on-and-off
girlfriend Yeardley Love on May 3,
2010. Love was another U.Va. student
and member of the women’s lacrosse
team.

Building with bluestone
Rock used in many of JMU’s iconic buildings has a long history
By mary marks
contributing writer

In 460 million B.C., the Shenandoah Valley was under water.
Today, Harrisonburg sits on the
limestone rock that was left behind
when the seas receded. We call it
“bluestone.”
The most recent bluestone work
includes the Forbes Center for the
Performing Arts, the backside of Wayland Hall, work on Hoffman Hall, the
reconstruction of the Steam Plant next
to Bridgeforth Stadium and the proposed Duke Hall renovation.
Because of chemical weathering,
it usually takes seven to 10 years for
the stone to become gray, explained
David Frazier, sales representative of
Frazier Quarry.
Bluestone absorbs rainwater and
“as the stone dries, water wicks away
and evaporates, leaving the molecule
calcium carbonate,” said Bibb Frazier,
vice president of Frazier Quarry and

David Frazier’s uncle.
The calcium carbonate’s natural
color is light gray.
“Just tap it [with a hammer],” he
said. “It’s pure blue underneath.”
But Bibb doesn’t urge students to
hammer at bluestone buildings to try
to see them change color. It takes hundreds and hundreds of wet-dry cycles
for the color change to occur.
Frazier Quarry, located on Waterman Drive in Harrisonburg, uses an
excavator to pull bluestone boulders out of a hole big enough to hold
Bridgeforth Stadium.
JMU uses bluestone “wherever it is
aesthetically, historically and architecturally appropriate,” said Win Hunt,
director of facilities planning and construction at JMU, in an email.
The standard price for bluestone
from Frazier Quarry is $360 per ton,
making the amount of bluestone
required to renovate Duke Hall about
$108,000.
In the early 1900s, when Madison

College was first constructed, buildings were made with bluestone
foundations because a natural quarry sat in the middle of JMU’s campus.
Maury and Jackson Halls were built
in 1909 and Ashby Hall followed in
1911, all of which are located near the
Quad and made of bluestone.
Bibb said bluestone is “about
four times as expensive” as concrete
blocks, which could explain why there
are many buildings made of brick on
campus.
Bluestone foundations of original
barns and houses can be found on
Main, Franklin, Campbell and Grattan
Streets as well as many others in Harrisonburg and the Shenandoah Valley.
It’s even in concrete, roads and
asphalt.
“ Yo u ’ r e o n i t a n y w h e r e
you’re driving, anywhere
you’re walking,” David said.
Contact Mary Marks at
marksme@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Bluestone color, which makes up Wilson Hall, comes from absorbed rainwater, leaving
a calcium carbonate residue. The stone is about four times as expensive as concrete.
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derby | ‘I kept going’
from page A3

But Kiser’s favorite moment
doesn’t come from blocking or
showing people the right way
to do calisthenics. Instead, she
looks back fondly at a moment
from a match.
“One of the bouts, they threw
me in as a jammer. I can usually fight my way through a

Culture in
the name of
children

pack,” Kiser said. “I was almost
on my way out, and I had two
of the girls on the other team
come and try to hit me and they
just bounced off. They came in,
they made contact, they fell and
I kept going. It was awesome.”

The Vietnamese Student Association
held its annual culture show in Wilson Hall
on Saturday night. The show featured a
mix of 10 traditional and modern dramatic
acts representing Vietnamese culture,
including a fashion show. The year’s
event was free with a donation box for
the VSA’s chosen charity, the Foundation
for the Children of Vietnam, a nonprofit
organization which provides assistance
to impoverished children in Vietnamese
orphanages and children’s hospitals.

Contact Amber
Logsdon at logsdoan@
dukes.jmu.edu.

Arasanyin
‘I miss him deeply’
from front

to first follow the river,” Burton said, “meaning you always
have to follow a path to find
your answers. He made me
believe in the value of diplomacy. Not just tactfulness, but
trying to work with everyone
to achieve a common goal.
There’s nobody who could fill
his shoes.”
Arasanyin’s lesson to Klein

alex thornton / the breeze

was the power of determination.
“For Frank, everyone had
the potential to do great
things if they worked hard,”
Klein said. “His life is certainly a testament to that. I am
honored to have been able
to call him a friend and colleague. I miss him deeply.”
Contact Alison Parker
and Jen Eyring at
breezenews@gmail.com.

“News is a first
rough draft of
history.”
- Philip L. Graham
Become a part of that history.
Email breezenews@gmail.com.

www.OrientalCafeOnline.com
540-801-8989

“Each dish is an Asian taste treat.”

from front

a women’s mind,” Williams
said. “When I had seven girls,
none of my girls could come
in with less than $500 a night,
six days a week, at the peak of
my pimping.”
“Sex and Money” also
reveals that a “John” could be
an average person, not necessarily someone found on the
street.
“It was so shocking how
prevalent sex trafficking is,”
said Josh Harris, a senior
health sciences major who
saw the film. “The buyers
aren’t just impoverished
people. It’s doctors, teachers
and wealthy people. There
needs to be more awareness
in America.”
Sophomore Lauren Schiavo, who is on the Intervarsity
hospitality team, helped hand
out fliers and sell merchandise for the event.

“It’s disturbing to know it’s
happening here,” said Schiavo, a social work major. “I
hope this brings more awareness to the problem.”
This cause has impacted
Gill, who said he cried the first
time he saw the documentary.
“I had a porn addiction
when I was at JMU,” Gill said.
“I led Christian worship at
JMU, and I kept my addiction
a secret. I felt like the least
qualified person to help on
this project.”
But Gill ended his porn
addiction while on the U.S.
documentary tour because
he felt that it corrupted society and encouraged human
trafficking.
“People think that their
gratification is more important than the life of another
human being,” Gill said.
“Sex and Money” has
three main goals: to raise
awareness, fund centers

Harrisonburg’s Newest
& Finest Restaurant

563 University Blvd. Suite 110
Harrisonburg VA
540-801-8989

riental
afe

Trafficking | Happening in Virginia

SUSHI BAR, CHINESE, THAI & SINGAPORE CUISINE

General Manager Lawrence Liang brings more
than 35 years experience from the D.C. &
Maryland Metropolitan Area!

“We cook to your taste”
“We will customize your meal”

- The News Leader, Staunton, Va

50%
OFF

Buy One Dinner,
Get 2nd Dinner
Equal or Lesser Value
Coupon Must Be Present
Not Valid w/Any Other Offer

Expires 3/20/12

“It’s disturbing to know
it’s happening here.
I hope this brings
more awareness
to the problem.”
Lauren Schiavo
sophomore social
work major

for rehabilitation and other
resources and connect antisex trafficking programs,
according to its website.
The team is partnering with
Shared Hope International to
release a new grading system
that measures each state’s
response to sex trafficking. It’s
working to promote Neighborhood Watch systems so
citizens can identify and
inform local law enforcement

agencies about sex trafficking
in their communities.
The organization will
donate the sales of merchandise to raise $1.1 million for
Streetlight, a Phoenix, AZbased restoration home that
shelters child sex-trafficking
survivors.
The Shenandoah Valley Justice Initiative, a community
nonprofit, builds relationships
with local officials, police and
delegates to end sex trafficking in the Shenandoah Valley
and Virginia.
“It’s pretty safe to say that
it’s happening everywhere in
Virginia,” Gill said. “There are
a lot of avenues for that activity with highway 81 so close to
JMU, and truck stops are a big
spot for trafficking. It’s up to
us to change that and make
a difference in victims’ lives.”
Contact Anne Elsea at
elseaa@dukes.jmu.edu.

What’s new and
improved around
campus?
Email breezenews@gmail.com.

Opinion

MEET OUR NEWS EDITOR
on page A8.

EDITOR Katie Sensabaugh EMAIL breezeopinion@gmail.com

CHRIS JUSTIS | justice is served

Reproductive rights need protection
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Major letdown

Dangerous new legislation could bring back century-old contraception laws
While we weren’t paying attention, the Virginia House of Delegates
passed (by a
- vote)
a radical bill
that would
allow embryos
at the point of
conception to
have the same
rights as people. Virginia
isn’t the first state to propose this
legislation. The only difference is that
the other states shot it down because
it was so extreme. It was thrown out
not once, but twice in Colorado and
even denied in Mississippi.
This isn’t simply an anti-abortion
law. This is a law that would make
some forms of birth control like the
pill and Plan B illegal. This bill will
give fetuses more of a right to life
than the mothers. It would mean that
every right under the Bill of Rights
applies to fetuses as soon as “an egg
and sperm unite,” which is what the
bill specifically says.
For example, let’s say a woman is
raped or her life is in jeopardy. These
are obviously two awful scenarios.
She wouldn’t be able to consider an
abortion under this bill because the

fetus has just as many rights as she
does.
In Mississippi, the bill didn’t pass
because of public “save the pill” campaign, according to The Washington
Post. Unfortunately though, in Virginia, the public can’t vote on the
issue because the Republicans in the
House decided only legislators would
vote on the bill.

It would be equivalent to
saying that a pregnancy
isn’t between a woman,
her partner and her
physician, but between the
fetus and the government.
Virginia would be the first state in
the country to pass this bill. Effectively, we’d be stepping back hundreds of
years in the past. It would be equivalent to saying that a pregnancy isn’t
between a woman, her partner and
her physician, but between the fetus
and the government.
If this bill passes, which it is dangerously close to, the government
would have control over women’s

bodies and what they choose to do
with them.
Some of the rhetoric supporting
this bill is ridiculous. Abortions are
“matters of lifestyle convenience”
and this bill would only “adjust”
lifestyles, said Todd Gilbert,
R-Shenandoah, about the bill.
This bill lays the groundwork to
outlaw abortion as well, but it isn’t
stopping there. Vivian Watts, a Democrat from Fairfax County called out
the Republicans by asking them to
make an amendment saying this bill
wouldn’t affect birth control. Unfortunately, though, that amendment
was shot down by a - vote.
If this bill passes, men and women
will have to leave the state to receive
contraception. This isn’t about
whether you’re anti-abortion rights
or not. This is about less government regulation in our reproductive
privacy.
Republicans advocate less government, yet inject their personal
beliefs into a woman’s womb. This
has gone too far and needs to be
stopped.
Chris Justis is a junior justice
studies major. Contact Chris at
justisjc@dukes.jmu.edu.

ALINA GASPERINO | guest columnist

Alcohol advertising positive move
Bill allowing publicity of happy hour specials benefits owners, customers
Always wanted to explore happy
hours in Harrisonburg? Figuring out
what bars offer the best deals would
be a lot easier if a Virginia bill allowing restaurants to advertise drink
specials gets approved.
Since , Virginia law has prevented restaurants with liquor
licenses from advertising discounted
beverages, like happy hour specials.
This includes storefront, online and
fliers.
The laws “were designed to promote temperance by limiting the
ability to sell reduced-price drinks,”

according to the Happyhourwatch
Blog, a blog that helps people search
their area for local drinking specials.
As you can imagine, this means
attracting business is a little more
difficult for bar owners in Virginia, especially in Northern Virginia
because they compete with others
in places like Washington, D.C. and
Maryland.
The House of Delegates voted to
ease restrictions on Feb.  on advertising drink specials by allowing
Internet advertising for happy hour
specials, according to Alexandria

Times. The bill went to the Senate
on Feb.  and was referred to the
Rehabilitation and Social Services
Committee. If approved, they’ll be
cutting bar owners some slack.
While this might alarm some
people, I don’t see anything wrong
with it. Some are concerned about
the effect if would have on drinking
culture. Some argue that seeing the
deals publicly could encourage people to plan where they go to get drunk
as quickly and cheaply as possible.
see BARS, page A8

DANIEL WILSON | guest columnist

DARTS

PATS

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

An “I-have-a-lot-of-catchingup-to-do” pat to the brilliant
man who so kindly introduced
me to Darts & Pats last week.
From an enlightened noob who
loves a good laugh.
A “thanks-but-no-thanks”
dart to whoever stole my bag and
running gear but left my JACard.
From a Duke who’s faster than
you even without the gear.
A “this-is-the-best-accidentsince-my-conception” pat to
Burger Studio.
From a senior who loved the
free bacon mistakenly put on his
burger.
A “you’re-not-the-only-oneswithout-a-raise” dart to the
faculty members complaining
about no raises in the past few
years.
From a staff member who
works just as hard year-round,
and also hasn’t seen a raise for the
same amount of time as you.
A “thanks-for-the-love” pat
to the woman working at the
Festival Deli who drew a smiley
face on my sandwich wrapper last
Tuesday.
From a girl who was go-go-go
all day and was glad to have a
reason to stop and smile.

Editorial
Policies

The Breeze
MSC 6805 G1
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
breezeopinion@gmail.com

A “GIT-R-DONE” pat to
everyone on campus who is
wearing camouflage.
From Larry the Cable Guy.
An “I-request-the-highestof-fives” pat to the Barney
Stinson enthusiast in last issue’s
Darts & Pats.
From Robin Sparkles,
Schmosby, Marshmallow and
Lilypad.
A “smells-like-good-ol’JMU-spirit” pat to that
all-too-familiar aroma of dog
food that fills the air before and
after it rains.
From a soon-to-be graduating
senior who, daresay, may
actually miss that eau d’Iams
someday soon.
A “this-tastes-like-aCadbury-egg-spiked-withcoffee” pat to the Carrier
Starbucks barista who finished
the caramel syrup in my
macchiato.
From a caramel-lover who
thanks you for this magical candy
beverage pick-me-up.
An “I’m-not-the-world’sbiggest-trashcan” dart to all
of the students who like to leave
their trash all over me.
From Carrier Library.

Too much taxing

Obama’s budget will hinder job production, encourage overseas investment
In the name of class warfare
politics, President Barack Obama
released a budget with $. trillion
in tax hikes over the next decade targeting successful earners, including
small businesses, corporations and
entrepreneurs. These taxes may only
apply to individuals and businesses
earning more than $, a year,
but will adversely affect every American, including college students.
During a time with more than 
million Americans out of work, the
last thing you want to do is impose
higher tax rates on job creators.
Around  percent of tax filers in
the highest tax bracket report business income, according to the Tax
Foundation.
Higher taxes on businesses will
most certainly destroy jobs. Businesses will have less after-tax income to
expand production and employment.
The incentives to make new investments in potential breakthroughs are
minimized since you’re asking investors to take risks for a diminished rate
of return from higher taxes.
Take a look at the capital gains tax
— a tax on investments, not income
— which Obama wants to raise from
 to  percent. Capital gains taxes
are paid whenever you sell an asset,
such as a bond or a stock, for a profit. Since investments are now being
taxed at a higher rate, consumption
becomes more attractive.
Currently, the U.S. economy desperately lacks capital investments
and overconsumes, so this only
worsens that imbalance. A higher
capital gains tax also chases capital
overseas to countries like Switzerland that have no capital gains tax at

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.
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all destroying American jobs in the
process.
Lastly, everybody who owns
stocks, which is roughly half of all
Americans, will have a devalued portfolio from a higher capital gains tax.

During a time with
more than 13 million
Americans out of
work, the last thing
you want to do is
impose higher tax
rates on job creators.
The higher tax lowers the reward
for owning a stock, which then reduces the demand for stocks, causing the
entire stock market to be worth less.
Since savings and investments are the
key to long-term economic growth,
the capital gains tax should be abolished, not raised.
Even though most economists
believe higher taxes slow down
economic prosperity, the Obama
administration is sold on the belief
that the rich in this country (for
example Warren Buffett and Mitt
Romney) need to pay an elevated
tax rate.
Obama wrongfully claims that very
wealthy individuals earning their
income through capital gains and
dividends get off with a lower tax rate
than a low income person. This common fallacy completely ignores the
double taxation of corporate income.
Capital gains and dividends are

taxed at a rate of  percent because
that same income has already been
taxed at a rate of  percent at the
corporate level. In other words,
when a corporation earns a profit, it has to pay corporate taxes on
its earnings and then, when the
retained earnings are distributed to
shareholders through dividends, the
income is taxed again at a rate of 
percent.
In actuality, as The Wall Street
Journal recently pointed out on Jan.
, Romney and Buffett have a tax rate
closer to  percent.
As far as the rich not paying their
fair share, the top  percent pays
nearly  percent of all the income
taxes while the bottom  percent
pays nothing, according to the Internal Revenue Service.
A study by the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development in  also showed that
the richest  percent of households
in the U.S. have the highest ratio of
income taxes paid to the share of
income earned, giving the U.S. the
most progressive income tax system
in the industrialized world.
Higher taxes on productive behavior is detrimental for society as a
whole and living standards and economic growth become compromised
when innovation and hard work get
penalized by draconian tax rates.
The rich already pay more than
their fair share, and asking them to
pay additional taxes will only derail
the economy.
Daniel Wilson is a senior
economics major. Contact Daniel
at wilsoncd@dukes.jmu.edu.
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BARS | Bill could reduce apartment party sizes
from page A5

Obviously, this could lead
to worse drinking patterns
and maybe even an increase
in drunk driving.
This is a possible concern
for college towns like Harrisonburg. But before people
jump to conclusions, I think
we need to take a few steps
back and analyze the potential benefits.
First of all, the crowds that
make up Harrisonburg nightlife are mostly  or older.
Since this is a college town, a
lot of the students downtown
are seniors who are looking for

a good time and are probably
over the random apartment
party scene that usually prevails. Drawing seniors into the
bar scene could decrease the
size of big apartment parties.
Of course, there are some
people who find ways to get
around the laws, but unlike
other college towns, Harrisonburg bars are actually very
responsible when it comes to
keeping the underage students
out. Why? Because letting
them in isn’t worth the risk
having to pay the huge fines
if they are caught.
Secondly, non-student Harrisonburg residents who

It’s a win-win for
both the tavern
owners and for
the 21-and-over
customers.
particularly enjoy going out to
the bars during happy hours
are “regulars” and are already
aware of many of the happy
hour specials offered.
In fact, if a patron directly
calls a restaurant to inquire
about happy hour prices, it’s
legal to relay that information

over the phone. So, advertising
specials on the Internet would
simply make that information
more convenient to access.
It’s a win-win for both the
tavern owners and for the
-and-over customers. The
bill is a simple way to put restaurants on level playing field
with other businesses, and
customers can reap the benefits of having that information
at their fingertips.

MEET THE EDITOR
News Editor: Alison Parker
We think it’s important for you to be able to learn
about the people who edit your newspaper. Each week,
we will introduce you to one of our editors so you can
put a face to the paper we publish.

Alina Gasperino
is a sophomore
communication studies
major. Contact Alina at
gasperac@dukes.jmu.edu.

You don’t
agree with
everything
you read.

Send us your
250-word
response.
breezeopinion
@gmail.com.

1. I’m a news editor. I send
writers (or go myself ) to
chase ambulances, police
cars and anything else that
smells like breaking news.
2. My favorite Starbucks
drink is an apple chai infusion. It’s not on the menu,
but they still make it if you
ask for it. It’s heavenly, and
I’m more than likely seen
with one in hand at any
given time.
3. Remember writing those
personal statements to get
into JMU? I wrote about a
giant cockroach crawling
up my dress in kindergarten
during story time.
4. I compete in white-water
kayaking races back home
in Martinsville and in some
other surrounding cities. My
first race was two summers
ago in Kibler Valley, N.C.
— a . mile stretch, and
I finished in  minutes. I
ended up placing first in my
age category,  to .
5. My favorite artists are
John Mayer, Jack’s Mannequin, Maroon , the Hush
Sound and Adele. You will
only have the pleasure of
ever hearing me sing to

these artists if you’re in the
car with me or happen to
walk outside my bathroom
while I’m in the shower.
6. Believe it or not, being a
band geek at my high school
was actually the cool thing to
do. I played French horn in
concert band and trumpet in
jazz band.
7. Martinsville is home of the
smallest paper clip-shaped
NASCAR speedway. I refuse
to go to a race because I’d
get incredibly bored watching drivers make a left turn
for four hours.
8. I have a dog named Jack,
who is half golden retriever
and half chow. When he was
a puppy, my mom decided
to enter him into this veterinary magazine’s “Cutest Dog
in America” contest. He won.
9. When I was , my family
took a vacation to the Grand
Canyon. We decided to go
horseback riding, which was
supposed to be a guided tour
by a man who lived in the
Havasoupi village at the bottom. He told us to go ahead
without him and that he’d
catch up. He didn’t. We were
lost for hours, and the horses went crazy and galloped
down the loose boulders.
10. I wish I was a freshman
again. I’m graduating in
December, and it’s slowly
hitting me that I’m not 
percent sure what I want to
do with my life. Can’t I have
more time?!
Alison Parker is a junior
media arts & design
major. Contact Alison at
breezenews@gmail.com.

We’re finally laughing.
Keep submitting your creative Darts & Pats
at breezejmu.org.
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‘IN ITS RIGHT PLACE’

BECKY SULLIVAN / THE BREEZE

The JMU Jazz Band, directed by Taylor Barnett, played Radiohead’s “Everything in Its Right Place,” “Paranoid Android,” “All I Need” and “Morning Bell” at Thursday’s concert.

Jazz Band, Ensemble perform Radiohead’s more experimental albums in nearly sold-out show
By JOHNATHAN RIVERA
and JEFF WADE
The Breeze

The music of Radiohead is usually
performed by five English men, but on
Thursday, more than  jazz musicains
brought their music to life.
Performed by JMU’s Jazz Ensemble and
Jazz Band at the Forbes Center for the Performing Arts, the Radiohead Jazz Project
saw both bands performing jazz arrangements of Radiohead’s music. The groups’

material was produced by arrangers from
across the United States, the Netherlands
and Germany, providing a combination
of popular alternative music and the traditional instrumentation of the classic big
band to a nearly sold-out house.
The two acts performed an hour-long
set that covered  songs, mostly from
the group’s early s recordings “Kid
A,” “Amnesiac” and “Hail to the Thief,”
albums that had strong jazz and classical influences.
“The music was extremely

The first steps

Madison Dance Club hosts fundraising seminar

well-performed and well-executed,”
said Renna Wirchin, a sophomore theatre and dance major, “and you could feel
the excitement and passion both on stage
and in the audience.”
The concert began with the JMU Jazz
Band’s performance of “Everything in
Its Right Place,” the opening track to
Radiohead’s  album “Kid A.” The
arrangement began with a tenor saxophone solo.
This gentle solo was harmonized with
rhythmic guitar and percussion. It set the

tone for the night, showing a mash-up of
moving jazz, orchestra instrumentation
and Radiohead’s famous guitar and percussion hooks.
According to Jazz Band director Taylor Barnett, the inspiration for the event
came from a desire to bring jazz back to
its early days of interpreting the popular
music of the time.
This combination could also be seen
in “Knives Out,” performed by the Jazz
see JAZZ, page A10

Revamping prep rock

Vampire Weekend bassist Chris Baio spins tunes for Festival crowd on Friday
By DICK WILLIAMS
contributing writer

MEGAN TRINDELL / CONTRIBUTING PHOTOGRAPHER

From left: Jenn Diefes, a freshman nursing major; Kelly DeRosa, a sophomore
communication studies major; and Cameron Helble, a sophomore kinesiology
major, lead a jazz class during Madison Dance Club’s workshop on Saturday.
By SANDY JOLLES
The Breeze

Madison Dance Club’s workshop
made leaps and bounds for dancers
of all experience levels on Saturday.
Dancers taught choreographed
combinations in jazz, hip-hop and
contemporary dance to both JMU
students and the community. Within
each class, students not only had the
opportunity to learn combinations to
dances, but also to receive guidance
on technique and style.
“I have little to no experience in
dance, and I was still able to follow,”
said Kylie Donohoe, a freshman
SMAD-declared major. “They were
willing to repeat steps as necessary.”
Club members used the teaching
session — which attracted around
 students — as a way to help
other dancers and as a fundraiser
for both a workshop in New York
City at the Broadway Dance Center
and a Relay for Life donation.
“We decided to branch out and
offer this workshop because the
girls of Madison Dance have a blast
performing and practicing, and we
wanted to share that joy with others,”
said Julia D’Esterre, a sophomore
SMAD major and secretary of MDC.
MDC is made up of four teams —
street, hip-hop, contemporary and
jazz. Kaitlin Whitney, who headed
choreography for the contemporary
team, has been dancing since childhood. Now in college, teaching has
also made an impact on her dancing

ambitions.
“I almost enjoy teaching more
than dancing myself,” said Whitney,
a senior social work major. “Putting
my choreography on another dancer
and letting them interpret it is one of
the most inspiring things.”

“I danced for four years,
and I had been missing
this part of my life.”
Jam Chookaew

freshman biology major

Because dance team auditions are
so competitive, many JMU dancers
may not get the opportunity to dance
in an organized format. This workshop served as an opportunity to
not only branch out into potentially unfamiliar dancing styles, but it
also polished up techniques that
dancers can use in the next round
of auditions.
For freshman biology major Jam
Chookaew, the workshop gave her
a chance to dance that she never
had coming to JMU. After a foot
accident in the beginning of the
school year, Chookaew waited for
an opportunity to come up.
“I danced for four years, and I
had been missing this part of my
life,” Chookaew said. “Even after
see DANCE, page A10

With breakdancing, freestyling,
and DJing, University Program Board’s
“Cool Aid” relief concert was enough
to make audience members say, “Oh
yeah.”
Friday night in the Festival Ballroom, student-run WXJM radio
teamed up with UPB Spotlight to host
the concert. Proceeds went to Harrisonburg women’s shelters. It was the
first revenue event.
“We really don't know what to
expect,” said Kelly Johnson, a senior
communications studies major and
Spotlight Sounds committee chair.
The evening was advertised as
a concert with DJ sets by local act
Hydrophonix (senior SMAD major
Evan Morris) followed by Vampire
Weekend bassist Chris Baio.
“We came for Hydrophonix at first,
but after Baio started we really couldn't
leave,” said Nicole Rudzik, a freshman
engineering major.
The Break Dancing club, respectively known as the B-Boys and B-Girls,
stopped by to start the concert off.
Lead by junior sociology major Tyler
Van Parys, the group opened the
night accompanied by a mini-set from
Hydrophonix.
DJ Hydrophonix cited himself as
“creating unique sound textures with
heavy drums and organic jazz and funk
samples in order to meld old and new
hip-hop.”
Starting with funkadelic jazz samples for the B-Boy and Girls, Hydro
moved into more bass-oriented beat
instrumentals to set the mood for the
rest of the night. He even managed to
freestyle for a bit, making a fairly interested addition to his already sound
performance.
The crowd Friday night was thin,
with less than  students filling the
Ballroom. The atmosphere was light,
but overall it didn't diminish the event.
“[We're] really happy how it turned
out,” said junior communication studies major Marisa Cagnoli, a WXJM DJ
who helped plan the event.
By  p.m., Baio was on the scene
and the concert truly began. Sampling
songs like Queen’s “Another One Bites
the Dust” and Kool and the Gang’s
“Jungle Boogie,” DJ Baio made the wait
worthwhile.
“I'd seen Vampire Weekend before,
but it was a completely different,” said

MATT SCHMACHTENBERG / THE BREEZE

Chris Baio teased fans by playing a remix of Vampire Weekend’s “White Sky.”

Kelly Carlin, a freshman declaredSMAD major.
The set was very diverse, ranging from heavy bass pounding to
fast-paced, high-pitched electronic
rhythms. Those who’d never heard
Vampire Weekend before would never
have known Baio was the bassist, as his
set was almost contradictory to Vampire Weekend’s signature “prep” style.
Mixing in pop synth with metronomic claps in a completely electro-esque
fashion, Baio put on a solid show, and
made a nod to his day job by finishing
up with a remix of Vampire Weekend's
“White Sky.”
Along with Baio, UPB brought in
lighting and sound from Richmond to

set the night right. The ballroom was
filled with sets of speakers stacking up
well over eight feet off the ground to
ensure that no one would miss a beat.
Lights hanging above the stage,
shone on both the crowd and walls
creating a kaleidoscopic effect during
the upbeat numbers. DJ Baio clapped
in beat with the crowd in synch with a
number of the songs as the strobe lights
flashed and the ground rumbled.
But Baio’s DJ sets don’t mean that
the band isn’t ready for a third album.
“ We ’ r e w o r k i n g ,” h e s a i d .
CONTACT Dick Williams at
williagr@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Movie Review

Too-tame ‘Ghost Rider’ sequel all caged up

By Jeff Wade
The Breeze

“Ghost Rider: Spirit of
Vengeance” is a cinematic
triumph, filled with moving
performances, believable
characterizations and a
fascinating plot filled with
ambiguity and nuance.
Just kidding. It’s a movie
where Nicholas Cage plays a
hellfire skeleton biker.
Ostensibly a sequel to the
2007 film, “Vengeance” keeps
Cage and ditches pretty much
everything else. Tasked with
tracking down a child (Fergus
Riordan) who’s being chased
down for a ritual to restore
Satan’s (Ciarán Hinds) power,
stuntman/aforementioned
hellfire skeleton biker Johnny
Blaze (I hesitate to use a
character name seeing as Cage
is so content to just be Cage-y
here) sets out to rid himself of
those flaming headaches.
There was reason to expect
that “Vengeance” could have
some fun with all of this.
Directing duo Mark Neveldine

Courtesy of colombia Pictures

In “Ghost Rider: Spirit of Vengeance” the film’s action set piece desperately reaches for cool, and fails.

and Brian Taylor seem well
suited for making the most out
of stupid material. After all,
these are the people who took
action movies to their absolute
extreme with the surprisingly
sublime “Crank: High Voltage.”
And obviously the movie
wasn’t going to usher in the
return of Nicholas Cage,

Jazz | Alum returns
from page A9

Ensemble. Starting off with
a haunting piano solo, the
arrangement still rocked with
a grand electric guitar solo,
performed by Kevin Hinder.
One of the best changes of
pace for the Radiohead Jazz
Project was the arrangement
of “In Rainbows” ballad “All I
Need,” performed by the Jazz
Band.
This performance had
p ow e rh ou s e o rc h e st ra,
catchy guitar play and a stirring trumpet solo.
“It consists of different
arrangements, different
styles, different writings and
different recordings,” said
Chuck Dotas, the director
of Jazz Studies at JMU. “But

I was really worried that the
JMU student body wouldn’t
like the jazz twist to it.”
JMU alumnus Omar
Thomas, who arranged the
Radiohead Jazz Project’s “Sail
to the Moon,” made a guest
appearance at the concert to
conduct his arrangment.
The track was the most
forceful arrangement of the
concert, thanks to the biggerthan-life performance by the
Jazz Ensemble.
Thomas is the composer for and the conductor
of the Omar Thomas Large
Ensemble. The 18-piece
ensemble’s first album, “I
Am,” will be released in 2012.
Contact Jonathan
Rivera and Jeff Wade at
breezearts@gmail.com.

Dance | ‘For all’
from page A9

this hiatus of not dancing, it
was nice jumping right back
into the technique.”
Some elements of the workshop may prove challenging to
a burgeoning dancer, however.
“The most challenging thing
for any dancer is adjusting to
the choreographer’s style,”
Whitney said. “The great
thing about the workshop is
that there is no pressure to be
perfect.”
In their advertisements on
Facebook and around campus, the words “for all dance

experiences” rang true for the
workshop’s participants.
Participants paid $5 per
class, or $15 for the entire
workshop.
“As a club, we don’t really travel anywhere outside of
JMU,” said Heather Ballew,
a senior IDLS major. “For
this [New York] trip, we
would be able to learn from
different choreographers
and challenge ourselves
with new dance styles.”
Contact Sandy Jolles at
jollessn@dukes.jmu.edu.

serious actor, but at least
Cage circa 2012 would be
unhinged enough to match
the pair’s usual go-for-broke
style. Despite being relatively
restrained for most of the
movie, Cage gets at least
two patented freak-outs that
should make for fun YouTube
viewing down the line.

But the perfect-on-paper
match never quite works out.
Maybe it’s the PG-13 rating.
A lot of what made the “Crank”
films work were their total and
unwavering commitment to
some of the most cartoonish
violence committed to
celluloid. In “Vengeance,”
it’s reduced to a series of

interchangeable bad dudes
charred to CGI ashes.
Making the title character
into a Frankenstein-inspired
force of pure id rather than
the kind of boring diet-Hulk
of the first film is a great idea,
but doesn’t pay off as all of the
action comes across as bland.
And every second the Rider is
on the screen, the film can’t
wrestle any insanity out of
Cage.
Even with a few interesting
and jumpy editing cuts or
cheeky animated interludes, it
all feels like higher ups forcing
them to tone it town.
There are individual
moments that seem lifted out
of a much better version of this
movie, surprisingly in most of
the performances.
Idris Elba continues his
tradition of taking movie roles
that are far below his station.
“The Wire” star plays Moreau,
an alcoholic French priest
and at least has some fun with
a thankless role. Same with
Hinds, who must be pretty full
with how he chews scenery.

Ghost Rider:
Spirit of
Vengeance


‘PG-13’ 95 min.
Starring Nicolas Cage,
Ciarán Hinds, Idris Elba

Late in the film, mercenaryturned-devil’s-lackey Carrigan
(Johnny Whitworth) is given
the power to instantly decay
anything he touches. He
ruffles around in a lunchbox,
pulling out a sandwich that
instantly molds and an apple
that rots in his hands. He
finally reaches for a Twinkie
he’s able to chow down on
without a problem.
It all just seems too clever
for “Ghost Rider 2,” a movie
that could have been pretty
great, or at least greatly
bad. But it ends up being
something even worse
— boring.
Contact Jeff Wade at
breezearts@gmail.com.

Movie Review

‘Secret World’ an obvious delight
By Kenneth Turan
Los Angeles Times

“Wonder” is the watchword
in “The Secret World of
Arrietty.” Set in an enchanting
locale where the potential
for magic is everywhere, this
impeccable animated film
puts its complete trust in
the spirit of make-believe.
Beautiful, gentle and pure
— but not without elements
of genuine menace — it will
Courtesy of MCT Campus
make believers out of adults
Pint-sized heroine Arrietty joins the rich tradition of strong female
and children alike.
characters from Japanese animation house Studio Ghibli.
Based on Mary Norton's
is how splendidly detailed
Miyazaki works, this film also
celebrated 1952 novel “The
director Yonebayashi and his
features an intrepid female
Borrowers,” “The Secret
team have made this small,
hero, this time no taller than a
World of Arrietty” has been
small world. The rope and
teacup.
on the mind of Japan's Hayao
duct tape logistics involved in
That would be Arrietty,
Miyazaki, the great animator
a borrower raid into human
one of a race of tiny gleaners
of the modern age, for more
territory are formidable, and
who, in novelist Norton's
than 40 years. He did not
the little people involved
splendid notion, manage
direct this version himself, but
need to be part mountain
to live alongside standardhaving planned and written
climber and part Navy SEAL
sized people by means of
the screenplay and handcommando to have even a
adroit pilferage of minuscule
picked director Hiromasa
chance of success. And all to
amounts of human supplies.
Yonebayashi, Miyazaki and
get a single lump of sugar that
“Borrowers take only what
his elevating, protective spirit
will last for months.
they need,” says Arrietty's stoic
hover over this production like
On her first official
dad, Pod, sternly, and he never
a most benevolent deity.
borrowers mission, Arrietty
strays from the creed.
“Arrietty,” the feature debut
finds a dressmaker's pin that is
Living with her family in
of Yonebayashi, has many of
the perfect size for a weapon.
a tiny but comfortable space
the trademarks of Miyazaki's
She also gets seen by Shawn,
below the floorboards of a
magical Studio Ghibli
a 14-year-old boy newly
Japanese country house,
productions, including a
arrived at the house. A sickly
reverence for the natural world Arrietty brazenly runs through
lad, neglected by his parents,
the garden in full daylight on
and the ability to reproduce
Shawn has been sent to the
daring foraging expeditions,
it in ravishing, hand-drawn
country to rest up before heart
fending off menacing
animation detail.
grasshoppers and outfoxing an surgery.
Like the Oscar-winning
Shawn is captivated by his
apoplectic cat.
“Spirited Away,” “Kiki's
glimpse of Arrietty, as who
One pleasure of this film
Delivery Service” and other

The Secret
World of
Arrietty


‘G’ 94 min.
Starring Bridgit Mendler,
Amy Poehler, Will Arnett

wouldn't be, and though he
and Arrietty would like to
pursue a friendship, father
Pod is adamant that this kind
of thing never works. “Many
borrowers have lost their lives,”
he tells her, “thinking the
same.”
Though its overall tone is
charming, the film has been
able to work disturbing peril
into its scenario, both from the
natural world — a fierce crow
is determined to eat Arrietty
at all costs — and, more
intriguingly, from humans,
who by virtue of their size
create chaos for the borrowers
without even meaning to.
It's a tribute to how real this
universe has been made
onscreen that the film makes
us genuinely fear for the
borrowers' lives even though
we know we don't really have
to.
What makes “The Secret
World of Arrietty” transporting
in this country is the same
thing that made it succeed
in Japan: the film's ability to
create a special and marvelous
world for audiences to enter.

Sweeney | Show technologically advanced
from front

a 1,000-pound unit, which must
be pushed across the stage
by the crew the night of the
performance.
Students in the Theatre 171
class work behind the scenes
on production nights, helping
to provide the extra manpower
necessary for a smooth show.
Volunteers and practicum students of varying majors, like
business and marketing, also
propel the production.
All things paint-related go
through Taylor Faulkinberry
and her assistant Emily Cauthorne, both senior theatre and
dance majors. Their responsibilities include making texture
and color samples for the set
director and instructing other
painters.
“Since [the play] takes place
in a time when it’s very dirty
and grungy, we were constantly
making new colors,” Cauthorne
said.
Faulkinberry and Cauthorne
used photos of London during
the 1840s as inspiration when

mixing colors for the set.
Ryan Orr, a senior theatre
and dance major and assistant
set designer for the show, decided last semester to work on the
set for “Sweeney Todd” under
Burgess.
“This is the culmination of
everything I’ve learned here,”
Orr said. “This is the biggest
project I’ve been involved in. I
felt like it would be a good test
of everything I’ve done so far.”
Shane Dreher, a junior theatre and dance major and the
set’s prop master, has spent the
past five weeks going through
the script and coming up with
all the “unseen” properties of
the show, like guns, cups, silverware, furniture, tapestries
and pictures, to make the show
as authentic as possible.
“If you were to move, everything you would put in a moving
van falls under me, even the
stuff that’s not mentioned that
you would have in a home,” Dreher said.
After reading through the
script, Dreher compiled a list
of all the items he’ll need and

Becky Sullivan / The Breeze

Painters add final touches to Pirelli’s wagon. The sold-out Forbes
performance of “Sweeney Todd” will premiere tomorrow night.

then ventured out to antique
stores. The biggest challenge
for Dreher has been finding the
perfect “blood knives,” or razors,
that Sweeney Todd uses on his
victims.
“We tried getting actual
razors from that time period,
but the blades were too thin,”
Dreher said. “We actually ended
up getting flat aluminum and
making them ourselves.”

James McHone Jewelry

DIAMOND OF THE WEEK
14K White Filigree Diamond Ring
Center Diamond 0.60cts
Clarity SI2 & H Color

This Week $1,700
All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com

With only a short time
remaining until the curtain
draws, the technical and design
crew is feeling confident.
“I just see some last-minute
adjustments,” Faulkinberry said.
“I don’t think we’ll be too crazy.”
For Burgess, who has recently been spending 14-16 hours
a day finalizing set details, the
show also holds some sentimental value. After four years
as director of technical production, he’s had the chance to
work with students from their
freshman to senior years.
“The most exciting part for
me is watching their development and watching what they’re
capable of doing on this show —
because they’re extraordinary,”
Burgess said.
At the end of the day, Burgess
hopes “Sweeney Todd” will be
remembered as one of Forbes’
“premiere challenges.”
“Some plays you have to
design,” Burgess said, “and some
plays you just see. I saw this one.”
Contact Laura Weeks at
breezearts@gmail.com.

Sports

sports savvy? we want you.
breezesports@gmail.com
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‘My best friend ... is gone’

A11

meet the player

Casey Ancarrow
Redshirt junior attacker
By Jackie Brennan
The Breeze

courtesy of trevon flores

LEFT Former center Trevon Flores takes a three-point shot last season
against Virginia Commonwealth. He changed his number to 42 this season
to honor the age of his mother when she died. Flores left JMU after the fall
semester to be closer to home and with his family. RIGHT Flores said his
mother, who died of lupus, was his best friend.
DAN GORIN / FILE PHOTO

Trevon Flores, a former Duke, opens up about his reasons for leaving his school and team behind
By Emmie Cleveland
The Breeze

Trevon Flores’ purple No. 42 jersey
hung from his 6-foot-11, 230-pound
frame at the Philly Hoop Group Classic in November. He looked into the
stands and was consumed by a familiar gust of grief.
“Seeing everybody’s moms taking
pictures of them, that just made me
realize, damn, I was down,” he said.
“I couldn’t believe it.”
The former center’s mom died in
August after battling lupus, an autoimmune disease. It’s the reason that
a week before finals last semester, he
decided to leave JMU. Now, Flores
goes to Northern Kentucky University, a Division II school that’s closer
to home.
“They wanted me to stop doing
school for a little bit, just sit back
and realize that what happened to

me happened,” Flores said. “Because
even now, it seems like it’s not real. My
best friend, my mom, is gone.”
His mother’s death is something
Flores has kept to himself, only recently opening up about his reason for
leaving JMU.
“I would say that on the outside,
you probably wouldn’t be able to tell
that he was going through something,”
said redshirt junior forward Andrey
Semenov. “But we all knew that it was
really troubling him.”
Flores has been playing basketball
since he was 6 years old, but until
now, it’s never had to be an outlet for
him.
Though basketball was often used
as an escape, sometimes the grief followed Flores onto the court. A coach
yelling or an off day could bring him
down further instead of relieving
stress.
The sorrow and anguish Flores was

feeling began to catch up to him off
the court as well.
“Some nights, I would just be too
sad to do anything,” Flores said. “I
would just cry all night or I would
wake up and cry. I would walk down
the street and something would trigger a memory, and I would just start
bawling in front of everybody. It didn’t
matter where I was. I was breaking
down everywhere.”
He makes the hour-and-a-half trek
home (as opposed to seven hours
from Harrisonburg) almost every
weekend to see his grandparents,
stepdad and 9-year-old brother.
“I try to help [my brother] out, but
he doesn’t really understand what
happened,” Flores said. “And I don’t
really understand what happened.
He’ll say little stuff that makes me
sad all the time, like, ‘That’s mommy’s
favorite song,’ or something.”
He spends a lot of time with his

brother, taking him to movies or buying him shoes and clothes — things
their mom used to do.
“I know going to a different school
wasn’t really going to change anything that happened, because nothing
is going to bring my mom back, and
nothing is going to stop coaches from
yelling or me having a bad day,” Flores
said. “But I just feel like being closer
to home really helps a lot, especially
seeing my little brother and knowing
he’s happy when I’m around.”
Flores will play basketball for
Northern Kentucky starting next fall
with two years of NCAA eligibility left.
Recently, JMU has struggled with
its line-up. Accommodating various
injuries, the Dukes have played nine
different starting squads this season.
Flores started at the center
position in four of his five games
see FLORES, page A12

women’s club rugby (45-10)

basketball (82-70)

Dukes take a knee

Avenging the past

The Dukes have another injury to
add to a shortened bench this season:
that of head coach Matt Brady.
Brady, who tore his ACL practicing with the team on Thursday, didn’t
make the trip to Detroit with the
Dukes on Saturday. Associate head
coach Rob O’Driscoll was instated as
the interim head coach and in charge
for Saturday’s game. Brady, who listened to the game from his home, is
scheduled for surgery today.
The Dukes, (11-18, 4-12 CAA) were
down by 18 in the first half of the game
and didn’t have the energy down the
stretch to bring home a win.
Senior guard Humpty Hitchens,
who hurt his left shoulder Wednesday against Georgia State, did make
the trip with the team, but didn’t see
any playing time.
With Hitchens out, O’Driscoll was
forced to use a rotation of only seven
players against the Titans.
Redshirt junior forward Gene
Swindle stepped up for the Dukes and
had a career game in points, rebounds
and minutes. Swindle scored 10
points and picked up eight rebounds
in his 36 minutes of playtime.
Redshirt junior guard A.J. Davis
also finished strong with 26 points,
marking the third time this season
he has surpassed the 25-point mark.
The next few games could be
challenging for the battered Dukes
as they travel to Philadelphia on
Wednesday night to take on Drexel
before returning home for their last
home game of the regular season.
Contact Stephen Proffitt
at proffijs@dukes.jmu.edu.

Your team has been very
successful since you’ve
played here. What are you
most excited about this
season? If I didn’t redshirt,
this would have been my true
senior season. There are 10
girls that I came in with, as a
freshman, and three of us got
hurt and redshirted. So as it
is, there are actually 11 of us
now that have been playing
together for four years. Most
of us are starters with big roles
on the team. I know it’s going
to be good because we don’t
have an excuse not to have a
good season. This is what we’ve
been looking forward to for four
years, and we’re working with a
lot of experienced players.

What do you enjoy outside
of the game? I mean I really
like traveling. I like pretty much
everything outdoors. I love
music festivals. I got to go to
Bonnaroo with some friends
this past summer, and it was
awesome. I play the banjo.

Coach Shelley KlaesBawcombe is a JMU
alumna. Does that bring
anything extra to the
program? She loves, lives

n Wednesday @ Drexel, 7 p.m.
n Saturday against Towson, 4 p.m.
n March 2 — first round of CAA

tournament in Richmond

n March 3 — quarterfinals
n March 4 — semifinals
n March 5 — championship

paul jones / the breeze

Junior Cindy Chao breezes past Longwood University defenders. The
Dukes defeated the Lancers 45-10, avenging last semester’s 15-10 loss.

Dukes squash Longwood during rematch
By Chase Kiddy
The Breeze

ryan freeland / the breeze

when I was in eighth grade, I
think. There was this lacrosse
player I was pretty much
obsessed with, and she was
there, and I ended up getting
camp MVP. I would say that
summer before I got to high
school was kind of when I
realized it was something I
really wanted to concentrate on.
I started to play club lacrosse,
and I knew that’s what I wanted
to play in college.

team is completely different,
which is great. I think that’s
why we get along very well. One
thing that I think really sets
us apart … our sideline yells
so much. I think it even scares
off other teams. But every girl
has their own personality, and
it brings a fun dynamic to the
game.

Men’s basketball
schedule

Head coach Matt Brady missed his first
career game on Saturday because of an
injury from Thursday’s practice. This is
the first game he’s missed as being either
a head or an assistant coach.

When did you realize
you wanted to pursue
lacrosse? I went to a camp

How is the JMU team
unlike any other you’ve
been on? Everyone on the

Brady suffers torn ACL, misses Bracketbusters
competition against University of Detroit Mercy
By Stephen Proffitt
The Breeze

Casey Ancarrow is a redshirt
junior attacker and co-captain
on the ninth-ranked women’s
lacrosse team. Ancarrow is
a psychology major with a
philosophy and religion minor.
Currently, she’s also 1 of 53
players in the nation on the
watch list for the Tewaaraton
Trophy, awarded the nation’s
best college lacrosse player.

Hits, trips, strips and trucks
that make you inhale with
wonder every time you hear a
collision between bodies on the
rugby field.
The sport requires selflessness in passing and maturity to
move seamlessly without hesitation from offense to defense.
The women’s rugby team
played a nearly flawless game
on Saturday against Longwood,
defeating it 45-10.
“We definitely stepped up and
played together as a team,” said
Janna Kline, senior co-captain.
They allowed only one try per
half and scored almost at will
for most of the game. It all led
to an effort that many, including Coach Roshna Wunderlich,
described as the best outing of
the season.
“It was great. We really
played the game we have been
practicing,” Wunderlich said.
Women’s rugby is not for the

faint of heart. Unlike football
players, these girls do it without pads and without the time
to rest or recover in between
plays. Rugby moves continuously. Play doesn’t even stop
for injuries, and there are plenty of them.
With all this physical contact, rugby can get heated.
Saturday’s match against Longwood was especially aggressive,
as the Dukes looked to avenge
last semester’s 15-10 loss to the
Lancers.
JMU drove down and scored at
the outset of the game, but each
team quickly found themselves
locked in a scrum. The ball crisscrossed the field frequently, but
each team made several impressive defensive stops. JMU held
a slight 10-5 lead early before
breaking the game open and
scoring nine tries.
“Ultimately our goal was to
score a lot, and it was great to
see all that come together on the
see RUGBY, page A12

and breathes JMU. She just
compares what we do to what
she did and reminds us of how
we should have so much pride
in JMU. She’s really shown us
how we should feel when we’re
playing, and she inspires us all
every day. And knowing how
she would give anything to be
here, playing again, we realize
that what we’re doing is really
special.

Talk about the excitement
of heading to California to
play two good opponents
— California and
Standford. We haven’t ever

gone to the West Coast since
I’ve been here. Some people
have never even flown before.
We’ve had a Florida trip before,
but we’ve never gone West,
and it’s a nice surprise. We’ll be
seeing good competition, and
the university’s flying us all out
there. We’re still getting ready
for a lot of things like time
change. Even the first day we
get there, we’re going straight
from the airport to practice, so
we’re preparing to work through
being tired. We want to have
fun, but we want to get some
wins out of it, too.

>> For the complete interview,
visit breezejmu.org.
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U.Va. proves its tourney worth

Rugby | Young team is promising

With win over Maryland, Cavaliers may be NCAA contenders
Daily Press

After losing three of its last
four games, including two in
a row, the general consensus
surrounding the University
of Virginia’s men’s basketball
program was that Saturday’s
game against the University of
Maryland would serve as a key
indicator about whether the
Cavaliers are NCAA tournament material.
Mike Scott’s shooting and
a determined defensive effort
against the Atlantic Coast Conference’s leading scorer paved
the way for No. 22 U.Va.’s convincing 71-44 victory against
Maryland. Now, with regular-season games at Virginia
Tech and Maryland and home
games against North Carolina
and Florida State left, U.Va.’s
tournament résumé-building
process is about to pick up.
“We need every game, but
it’s not time to panic,” said
Scott, who scored his ACC
career high of 25 points. “We
turned the ball over at Clemson
[in a Tuesday loss]. At Carolina,
we didn’t defend, so we just
erased our mistakes [against
Maryland].”
U.Va. (20-6 overall, 7-5 ACC)
reached 20 wins for the first
time since 2007. The win against

Maryland was U.Va.’s largest margin of victory at home
against an ACC opponent since
Jan. 29, 1991, when it defeated
N.C. State 104-72.
“We prepared hard,” said
U.Va. coach Tony Bennett of
his team’s mindset entering
the Maryland game. “We knew
we’d have to ratchet it up or
turn up the volume in terms
of intensity from start to finish.
There wasn’t an option.”
Scott made 10 of 20 field
goals, including five of his first
seven shots, to lead U.Va. to
a 50-percent shooting effort.
Malcolm Brogdon added 14
points on five of six shooting
from the floor, while Sammy
Zeglinski scored 11 points.
Maryland’s Terrell Stoglin,
who entered the game averaging an ACC-best 21.7 points
per contest, was held to 14 on
4 of 17 shooting. Jontel Evans,
a Bethel High graduate, and
Brogdon handled most of the
defensive duties against Stoglin, who went scoreless in the
second half.
“[Stoglin] and his teammates were talking to the ref [in
the second half ],” Evans said.
“That’s when I knew they were
getting frustrated. He wasn’t
hitting his shots that he usually hits, and I could see it in his

body language that he was kind
of frustrated.”
Despite shooting just 32.1
percent in the first half, Maryland (15-11, 5-7) managed to
tie the game 31-31 at halftime
by virtue of hot perimeter
shooting.
Maryland made 7 of 13 shots
from 3-point range in the first
half, including a late trio of
3-pointers from Stoglin in a
span of 1 minute and 27 seconds, but the Terrapins were
2 of 15 from inside the 3-point
line in the half.
While Maryland missed 10
consecutive shots early in the
second half, U.Va. put the game
out of reach via a 16-0 run that
gave the Cavaliers a 47-33
advantage with 12:26 remaining. Scott, who excelled coming
off screens and shooting his
fadeaway jumper, scored seven
points during the run. Maryland never got within 12 points
the rest of the way.
“They were clearly the team
that wanted it more today,”
Maryland coach Mark Turgeon said. “They were coming
out of three of four losses, and
it showed. We had a two-point
lead (33-31) in the second half,
and then it was all them — total
domination.”

paul jones / the breeze

Sophomore Molly Maffei stiff-arms a Longwood University player during a game on Saturday.
from page A11

field today and see us achieve
our goal,” said sophomore Cate
Mundy.
Mundy’s story starts when
she walked on to the team in
the fall of 2010. Saturday was
her first time scoring and she
racked up a game-high three
tries for 15 points. She effectively outscored Longwood on
her own.
The immediate outlook from
Saturday was a win, but the
future looks bright for the team
as well. Several seniors will
be leaving the team after this

spring, so Saturday’s breakout
performers like Mundy really
give the team something to
look forward to down the road.
“Seeing younger players
step up and play well is like
seeing the future of the rugby
team, right now,” said Kelsi Kao
senior co-captain.
After spring break, wome n ’s r u gby w i l l h o st a
playoff game against the University of Maryland, in hopes
of carrying its strong play
further into the postseason.
Contact Chase Kiddy at
kiddyca@dukes.jmu.edu.

Remaining
spring semester
schedule
n Saturday @ Shippensburg

University

n March 3-4 — Virginia

Women’s Invitational
Tournament @ U.Va.
n March 17 — against
George Washington
n March 24 — Mid-Atlantic
Rugby Football Union
Quarterfinals @ Maryland
n April 14 @ Va. Tech

Your future is on the scoreboard.

Write for us.

Email breezesports@gmail.com.

MINT

Adorably Affordable
Clothing & Gifts

NEW ING
SPR ITEMS
Including Havianas Flip Flops
Find us on Facebook

facebook.com/shopmintnow
540 434 6468

M-Sat: 11-7 • Sun: 12-5
128 W. Market St. Suite 103

BRCC is Offering Late
Sping Classes Starting

March 13
English, Health, Sociology, Business & More!
www.brcc.edu/spring-late-classes
Or Call

(540) 453-2287

Flores | ‘Now, I

want my family everywhere’
from page A11

played last semester and certainly could have helped give
the guys underneath the basket
a rest. He was a solid rebounder (he grabbed nine in JMU’s
opener versus Canisius College) that the team could have
used. The Dukes have the worst
rebounding margin in the Colonial Athletic Association right
now, allowing teams to average
7.1 more rebounds than them.
“Selfishly, it would have been
great would he have stayed for
our team,” said JMU head coach
Matt Brady, “but it’s not fair
to ask any individual to deal
with the death of a parent and

to do it kind of in an isolated
environment.”
Although Flores believes
that his mothers passing didn’t
affect his personality, he’s
found that his outlooks on life
and family has changed.
“Sometimes something
exciting happens or I’ll see
something on TV and I’ll want
to text her phone or call her,”
he said. “When I first got to
college, I didn’t really want
my mom to come around
school all the time. But now, I
want my family everywhere.”
Contact Emmie
Cleveland at clevelej@
dukes.jmu.edu.

Classifieds

How to Place an Ad

Visit: www.breezejmu.org/classifieds
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Payment Options:
Major Credit Cards: MasterCard,
Visa, Discover, American Express
Cash
Check

5 Easy Steps!
Step 1: Select Log In from the menu.
Step 2: Register as a new user.
Step 3: Once Logged in, select

Monday, February 20, 2012  

Step 4: Fill in the online form.
Step 5: Select “Click Here to Submit
Your Ad” for payment and review

Deadlines:
Monday Issue: Friday 12PM
Thursday Issue: Tuesday 5PM

“Place New Ad” from menu.

Online: All classified ads are also placed on The Breeze website at no additional cost.

4BRM/4BA ALL PRIVATECAMPUS VIEW CONDOS
$470.00 furnished and utilities included start 8/15/12
434-7779 Pool and fitness
area
UNIVERSITY TOWERS 717
MASON STREET. Next to
JMU. 2 bedroom, parking,
laundry, walk to Downtown.
Call Lori 540-820-6886. lori.
clouse@gmail.com
CHECK OUT MERIWETHER HILLS APARTMENTS.
Convenient to JMU, Harrisonburg Transit, Walmart. $375/
month per person for large
2 bed/1 bath apartment. All
utilities included. 10 month
lease. Call 434-4300. www.
meriwetherhills.com
MODERN, LARGE 1,200 SF
fully furnished, 1 bedroom,
large kitchen, large family room, central air & heat,
cable TVV & high speed internet available, washer dryer.
Handicap accessible. Ten
miles north of city. 1/2 mile
from I-81. $700.00 month. 1
month security plus utilities
540-432-1989
LARGE 2 BEDROOM
TOWNHOUSE, 2 blocks
from campus, W/D, Available
6/17/12, $685/mo., www.dogwoodcommons.com/walnut.
html (540)433-1569
241 WEST VIEW ST. 7 BEDROOMS 3 BATHS. $350 per
room available for Fall 2012.
Email: sstein@landlord4rent.
com

3 BDRM, 11/2 BATH TOWNHOUSE, near JMU, Aug.
2012, $975.00. University
Court.
FOR SALE: Updated 5bedroom in Old Town. 2188sqft.,
refinished hardwoods, new
carpet. 86 E. Grattan Street.
$289,500 5404350047 hullisaac@gmail.com
NAGS HEAD 4-MONTH
STUDENT SUMMER
R E N TA L S , M a y -A u g ,
seabreezerealty.com
1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE
IN 4 BEDROOM COPPER
BEECH TOWNHOME. January to the end of July. Contact
turneral@dukes.jmu.edu
ROOM FOR PERSONAL
BATHROOM AVAILABLE
FOR SUMMER RENTAL.
Rent is $464 including
utilities. Contact Sarko at
571-594-6209 for more
information.

BARTENDING! $300/DAY
Potential No Experience
Necessary Training Available
800-965-6520 EXT212
TIMBER RIDGE CAMP, a
childrens overnight summer camp located in the
Shenandoah Mountains of
West Virginia, is seeking
both males and females for
a variety of positions. Spend
the summer outdoors doing
things you love! Apply online
at www.trcamps.com or call
800-258-2267

BUSINESS MARKETING
MAJORS. Work in Digital
Creative Agency in Harrisonburg working with local
businesses and big brands
www.wearefound.com

BILLION DOLLAR COMPANY LAUNCHES NEW
WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM.
Be first to build your fortune
around this! Call Nancy at
540-746-3694.

DANCE INSTRUCTOR POSITIONS FOR 2012-2013.
Experience/References required. Call-540-810-3631 or
433-7127

M E E T T H AT S P EC I A L
SOMEONE! Join Now For
Free and Get a Chance to Win
a Free HDTV www.MyCustomMatch.com/js413

CAREGIVERS NEEDED TO
SUPERVISE CHILDREN’S
GROUPS ON CAMPUS, May
28-June 3, after 3:40 p.m.
Minimum wage. Call w/ references: 540-810-3631.

ST U D E N TS W E LCO M E
TO FREE 1 TIME SAMPLE
DANCE CLASS @ DANCE
& COMPANY (next to Dave’s
Downtown) www.dancenco.
com

HELP WITH THE PAINT
MOVING AND CLEAN UP
GIVE ME A CALL 540
4144341 540 4147896
thanks

ROOF PAINTING/Seamless
Gutter and Roof Repair/ODDJOBS/DECKS/Lawn and Tree
Work Don Landes (540)4341174 Harrisonburg, VA.

THE HEALING TOUCH
Relax~Rejuvenate~Revitalize
Massage, Facials, Makeup,
Waxing, Spray Tanning
540.434.8892 1966 Evelyn
Byrd harrisonburgmassage.
com Specials Online
LOW COST HORSE BOARDING, LEASING, LESSONS.
Lease from $50, board from
$100 month. Hunter and
Western. Call 540-833-2311/
info. www.rainydaystable.com
LOOKING FOR ENTREPRENEURS WHO WANT
TO CREATE THEIR OWN
WEALTH. Is that you? FREE
training. NO risk. Call Wendy
540-246-4668

8 9 C H E V R O L E T S-1 0
automatic,A/C,inspected,
$1,250 call Don at
540-434-1174
PONY FOR FREE LEASE.
I’m too big now to ride
her! Call me for more info
540-428-6372

Questions? Call 568-6127

SUBMIT
YOUR

DARTS

PATS
To the Opinion Section

breezejmu.org
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Exploring Grad Schools?
The Radford University MBA is for You!

• 16 months to your RU MBA
• Current undergraduate majors include
art to urban affairs

Enroll Now For
Fall 2012

• Study abroad, internships and relevant
applied opportunities
• Small classes with dedicated faculty
• Graduate assistantship opportunities
• AACSB-accredited business education
and a top 300 business school as named
by The Princeton Review in 2011
• Tailor your MBA, and tailor your future!

RADFORD
UNIVERSITY

For information: http://rumba.asp.radford.edu
Call today: (888) 275-7882

Experience Business . . .
ACTIVELY, GLOBALLY, ENTREPRENEURIALLY

